Tree-Structured Models for Efficient Multi-Cue Scene Labeling.
We propose a novel approach to semantic scene labeling in urban scenarios, which aims to combine excellent recognition performance with highest levels of computational efficiency. To that end, we exploit efficient tree-structured models on two levels: pixels and superpixels. At the pixel level, we propose to unify pixel labeling and the extraction of semantic texton features within a single architecture, so-called encode-and-classify trees. At the superpixel level, we put forward a multi-cue segmentation tree that groups superpixels at multiple granularities. Through learning, the segmentation tree effectively exploits and aggregates a wide range of complementary information present in the data. A tree-structured CRF is then used to jointly infer the labels of all regions across the tree. Finally, we introduce a novel object-centric evaluation method that specifically addresses the urban setting with its strongly varying object scales. Our experiments demonstrate competitive labeling performance compared to the state of the art, while achieving near real-time frame rates of up to 20 fps.